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Abstract

Objectives: The study based on dog model animal, aims to evaluate if there are differences in the hemodynamic responses between patients submitted to skin incision with a blade scalpel and with a CO₂ laser, using measurement changes in heart rate (HR) and arterial blood pressure (ABP) (including systolic-SAP, diastolic-DAP, and median-MAP) associated with different patient pain level perceptions during surgical procedures.

Methods: A sample of 50 dogs (N=50) of both genders, aged between one and five years, with no cardiovascular diseases, but with a soft tissue surgical clinical condition was used. The sample was divided into two groups each comprising 25 individuals. One group had midline skin incisions made with a scalpel (GS), and the other had midline skin incisions made with a CO₂ laser (GL), specifically an Aesculight®. The study design considered only one surgical time point, T1 (midline skin incision), at which HR and ABP-SAP, DAP, and MAP were measured using a high definition oscillometry (HDO) device, which allowed a fast and accurate read of the parameters. For statistical analysis, P-values <0.05 were considered significant.

Results: All the patients presented the same pattern variation for the HR and ABP, with lower values being recorded for patients which had the midline skin incision made with the CO₂ laser. The variations between GL and GS were statistically significant with a value of P<0.001 for all the ABP parameters, but not for HR (P=0.12).

Conclusions and Relevance: Our results indicate that the use of CO₂ laser in surgery surpasses the conventional scalpel, by lowering the nociceptive system stimulation, decreasing the autonomic nervous system activity and stabilizing the hemodynamic clinical signs such as the SAP, DAP, and MAP, which in turn promote reduced anesthetic consumption and thus offer greater safety to the patient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In general anesthesia, the autonomic nervous system function is affected by two main factors: surgery (type, duration, associated pain level), and the anesthetic and analgesic drugs (type and dose) which induce function variations in multiple body systems, including the cardiovascular system. As a result, changes in the heart rate (HR) and arterial blood pressure (ABP)-the systolic (SAP), diastolic (DAP) and median (MAP) parameters-can be registered [1-4]. The association between ABP and pain level is widely recognized, presenting a pattern that can be translated as-an increase in patient pain level perception corresponds to an increase in ABP values [5-8]. This relationship is the result of an interaction between the cardiovascular and nociceptive regulatory systems, mainly involving the neuroendocrine system. The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is particularly involved with the release of -endorphin, adrenocortico trophic hormone, and
Prolactin from the anterior pituitary gland, glucocorticoids and epinephrine from the cortex and medulla adrenal glands, and norepinephrine from the sympathetic nerves. [9-12]

The pain phenomenon plays an adaptive role in the body, and it is the result of activation of the nociceptive system caused by a noxious stimulus detected by the nociceptors. [13, 14] Nociceptors are the free nerve endings of specialized peripheral sensory neurons. [15] They are responsible for the perception and transducing of noxious external stimuli, initiating thereby the pain perception process headed by the higher levels of the central nervous system (CNS).

The skin presents assorted types of cutaneous nociceptors. [14 - 20] Different techniques of surgery are associated with different pain level perceptions by the patient. It has been postulated that carbon dioxide (CO2) laser surgery results in less post-operative pain than scalpel surgery. [21 - 24] The CO2 laser is one of the most widely used, with a broad range of clinical applications. It delivers a 10.600 nanometer (nm) wavelength infrared light beam which has multiple effects on soft tissues and presents only the water as a chromophore. When light energy is absorbed by water-containing tissue, tissue vaporization occurs. [23 - 28]

The study based on dog model animal, aims to evaluate if there are differences in the hemodynamic responses between dogs submitted to midline skin incision with a blade scalpel and with a CO2 laser, using measurement changes in HR and ABP (SAP, DAP, and MAP) associated with different patient pain level perceptions during surgical procedure.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study was conducted on a sample of 50 regular veterinary hospital dogs (N=50) of both genders, aged between one and five years, with no cardiovascular diseases, submitted to soft tissue surgery to correct their clinical condition. These inclusion criteria allowed us to reduce the study bias variations. At no time were these animals used as experimental animals. The sample was divided into two groups each comprising 25 individuals. One group had midline skin incisions made with a scalpel (GS), and the other had midline skin incisions made with a surgical CO2 laser (GL), specifically from Aesculight®.

The study design considered only one surgical time point, T1 (midline skin incision), at which HR and ABP-SAP, DAP, and MAP-were measured using a HDO device, which allowed a fast and accurate read of the parameters [29 - 33]. All ABP measurements were taken at the left metacarpal artery after we placed a cuff with a 40-50% width of the limb circumference.

Midline skin incision and HR and ABP measurements were made only after the patient achieved an adequate and stable anaesthetic plane, characterized by the presence of Hypnosis (achieved with loss of the righting reflex) and immobility (with suppression of movement in response to the first noxious stimulus applied to the dog’s skin: the Backhaus towel clamps to fixed surgical drapes).

All the patients were submitted to a continuous intravenous administration of 0.9% NaCl fluids using a rate of 5ml/kg/hour. Anaesthesia and analgesia protocols were the same for all the patients. Prior to surgery, diazepam (0.1mg/kg), buprenorphine (0.005mg/kg), and carprofen (4mg/kg) were used. Anaesthesia was induced with propofol 1% (4-6mg/kg) and maintained with isoflurane (1.5%) administered with a medium oxygen flow rate (20 - 40 ml/kg/min) through a rebreathing system. [34] Anesthesia and surgical procedures on all patients were performed by the same anesthesiologist and surgeon.

For statistical analysis, we used SPSS® Statistics version 11.1. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess the normality of the sample. Considering that all the variables presented a normal distribution we used the two-sample T-test to compare differences between groups. The results were considered statistically significant at a value of P<0.05.

3. RESULTS

Sample characterization regarding the age, body-weight, gender, breed, and measurements of the parameters associated with hemodynamic responses, such as HR and ABP (SAP, DAP and MAP) are registered at Table 1. According to the Shapiro-Wilk test all data presented normality in both groups for the following parameters HR (P=0.97 in GS and P=0.91 in GL), SAP (P=0.91 in GS and P=0.91 in GL), DAP (P=0.91 in GS and P=0.96 in GL), and MAP (P=0.88 in GS and P=0.91 in GL) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Sample characterization for age, body-weight, gender, breed, and heart rate (HR) and Arterial Blood Pressure (ABP) measurements considering the systolic (SAP), diastolic (DAP) and median (MAP) using an oscillometric method during the surgical time point related to skin incision. To test sample normality at the considered time point the Shapiro-Wilk test was used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>± SD</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk test p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.7</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.6 ± 1.8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1.6</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigh (Kg)</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14.99 ± 7.14</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15.99 ± 7.11</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13.96 ± 7.40</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breed</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Crossbreed</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Crossbreed</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Incision Time point (T1)</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>118.11 ±3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>112.95 ±5.66</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>129.7 ± 14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>86.6 ± 9.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>96.59 ±13.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variations between the HR values recorded in GS and GL

Figure 1. No statistical significance difference found between GS and GL groups regarding the HR.

Table 2. The t-test for variation analysis between the two considered groups – GS and GL, for the HR, SAP, DAP, and MAP. All results were evaluated for statistical significance at p-value < 0.05.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>T-test</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scalpel versus CO2-laser</td>
<td>HR</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>3.814</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>2.923</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>3.414</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bold values are statistical significant
The lowest HR values were recorded in GL with a mean of 112.95 ±5.66 repeats per minute (rpm), about 4.4% less than the rpm registered in the GS. The t-test showed no statistically significant differences between both groups (P=0.12) (Table 2, Figure 1). Contrary, statistical significant differences were registered between both groups for the SAP, DAP, and MAP measurements.

According to the results it was possible to verify that GL-SAP data was 14.9% lower than the GS-SAP; GL-DAP values were 23.2% lower than the GS-DAP; and GL-MAP values were 19.62% lower than GS-MAP, being all these variations statistically significant (P<0.001 for all - SAP, DAP, MAP)(Table 2, Figure 2)

**Figure2.** Statistical significance difference found between GS and GL groups regarding the SAP, DAP, MAP.

### 4. DISCUSSION

In this study we compared in an animal model, measurement changes in HR and ABP (SAP, DAP, and MAP), between dogs submitted to midline skin incision with a blade scalpel and a surgical CO2 laser, specifically from Aesculight®.

CO2 laser major hazards include flammability hazards such as endotracheal tube and drapes fire; gases explosion; tissue burns; ocular damage; reflection (due to the contact with specular surfaces and materials) and airborne contaminants generation resulting from the surgical plume. Thus, identifying, understanding, and controlling these major hazards and risks associated with the interaction of the laser energy with tissues or materials, is mandatory to surgeons who works with laser devices. A solid knowledge in surgical laser science allows promoting surgeons and patient safety [35].

Hemodynamic responses measured by changes in parameters such as HR and ABP are the result of the autonomic response to nociceptive stimuli. These parameters can be continuously evaluated in the anesthetized patient, and are helpful indicators of individual pain perception which is recognized by an increase in ABP values. [5 - 8, 29, 30]

The ABP indicates the extent of tissue perfusion and acts as an indirect indicator of several cardiovascular parameters. In this study, an HDO device was used to measure the ABP parameters because it was easy to use and meets the accuracy requirements of the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine (ACVIM) and the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) [29 - 33].

The relationship between the cardiovascular and pain regulatory systems can be explained by the following: higher pain level perception is associated with raised ABP parameters [5, 8, 9, 36, 37].

It is known that, during the first hour of general anesthesia, variations in the hemodynamic responses recorded by the HR and ABP measurements are directly related to the type of noxious stimuli – which in the present study was the midline skin incision - and not to the isoflurane concentration that is administered to the patient [2].

According to the study results, all the patients presented the same pattern variation for the HR and ABP, with lower values being recorded for patients which had the midline skin incision made with the CO2 laser. The variations between GL and GS were statistically
significant with a value of P<0.001 for all the ABP parameters, but not for HR (P=0.12). All patients from both groups (GS and GL) received the same analgesic protocol, including buprenorphine to prevent sympathetic stimulation and hemodynamic responses. Thus, it is reasonable to attribute the observed changes in the HR, SAP, DAP and MAP parameters to the technique used to incise the skin, which may have some effects on autonomic nervous system activity, influencing therefore the hemodynamic responses in patient and the measured cardiovascular parameters. [1, 3 - 5]

The scalpel use is associated with high extravasations of blood. In contrast, the CO2 laser by sealing blood vessels, lymphatics, and nerve endings, reduces to a minimum the local inflammatory response, which is related to lower levels of glucocorticoids, epinephrine and norepinephrine, and therefore to lower pain level. [5, 8, 9, 21, 22, 27]

Considering that skin is one of the tissues where the nociceptive system is most figurative, it is to be expected that the CO2 laser’s ability to reduce stimulation of the skin nociceptive system may also be associated with a lower autonomic nervous system stimulation of the remaining tissues and organs to be operated upon, resulting therefore in discrete hemodynamic variations as registered in our study.

Thus, the lower ABP values recorded in the GL results in a decrease of the cardiac output that led to slower removal of the anesthetic from the pulmonary alveoli, because of reduced blood flow. Consequently, the anesthetic stays in the alveoli longer which reduces drug consumption during surgery, promoting the patient safety and resulting in more economical surgery. [38, 39]

5. CONCLUSION

It is accepted that during surgical stimulation an increase in HR and ABP values is generally associated with an inadequate depth of stages and plans of general anesthesia, demanding more anesthetic consumption by the patient in order to inhibit those response. [40] By using the dog as a model, our results indicate that performing midline skin incision with the CO2 laser is associated with a lower ABP values - SAP, DAP, MAP - than with blade scalpel. This may be explain by a decrease of the nociceptive system stimulation, thus decreasing the pain and the autonomic nervous system activity, and stabilizing the hemodynamic clinical signs, such as, the ABP data.

The clinical implications of this study are significant in the context of judging the patient depth anesthetic stages and plans based on hemodynamic responses. The possibility of using CO2 laser during surgical procedures to achieve lower mean HR and ABP values appears to be important, contributing to a reduction in anesthetic consumption, decreasing their undesirable side effects and thus promoting a greater safety to the patient (human and animal).
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